PLEASE REFORM THIS ATO 'SOLE PARTNER' SUPERFUND LOOPHOLE!
(Side 1)
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1. The solution comes with an ASIC, LSC, CMC and EPA correction to this loophole.
2. This allowed the 'Site Solutions' protection racket, where my 93yr old Mother believed due to her
home mortgage conditions and our Head Contractor's 'bagman' style threats, she would also have
to pay on top of the $46,692 extortion demand, the ATO $460,311 and therefore lose her home.
3. In the event of her death her estate would be garnished by the ATO.

JUSTICE
10-05-2013

EARN

Reply to: GPO Box 9977, Perth WA 6848
or P.O. Box 1271, Albury NSW 2640
1800 199 010 - 1800 060 063

BCC / IID Proof of EPA Sect. 32
SABOTAGE SCAM

Our ref:1011207845488. The Tax Office has now provided a new
reference No 7101602548036. The motive it would appear,
to destroy all evidence of the ATO staff across Australia who
acted as whistleblowers to support Colonel/Judge Shanahan’s,
ATO Tony Coburn and Area Commander John Hopgoods
findings that this is the best case for QLS law reform to prove
the ATO, superfunds, subcontractors and mothers are

all victims to the site solution’s protection racket.
Check Insp. B W Cross 6 photo re-enactment of bikie nun-chucker attack.

THE POLICE SOLUTION!
4. a/ Despite the fact that 3 times over the past 10yrs our legal team, CBA and Accountants recommended we
amend our superfund. Police Administration claimed (i) “This is a civil matter outside the control of the
Queensland Police.” (ii) On further investigation we were given CIB Det. Mark Hughes for 3mths to set out
this case to help lay criminal charges. (iii) Premier Beattie then gave his community cabinet and said “Find the
solution.” b/ Now PESC Asst. Commissioner Peter Martin as then Chief of Staff was ordered to say “Due to
Police availability and time this case is closed.” c/ The reality is, that Janice Bright at the age of 42
contracted breast cancer, having two aunties die early in life our marriage collapsed and we divorced. The
surgeon said “It's amazing what we can cut out and you can still live.” (i) Jan and I under legal advice
signed our superfund over to one director. As Jan explained, for the sake of our two children Aran and Belinda,
Jan did not wish to destroy our health care business. (ii) In brief, we paid our Accountant Tim Allen $10,000 to
write a 'damages report' concentrating on the major crime, the 'Site Solutions' protection racket. (iii) Allen
reported the CBA and CIB both reported 'If you want to trade as an Accountant, keep your mouth shut'. As a
result, Allen failed to file our tax returns as normal. (iv) After the Crown evidence was hidden from the 14
Judges on this case by our MOB Barrister, best known as Davida Williams the prisoner, the first Barrister in
Queensland to go to prison for the past 70yrs. Tony Coburn, ATO tax investigator and another Police Asst.
Commissioner offered 'whistleblower' support, but Coburn's boss also told him “To keep out of it.”
5. a/ At a meeting with MP Fiona Simpson in opposition, now a Minister for the Crown, I explained to her father
and mother, our case. Her father, a previous MP listened, realising our case was a legal nightmare, he advised
“Go to Church and pray.” b/ We went to all major Churches, the small miracle was, Martin reported the key
Police Crime Reports of assault and intimidation reported by the Rev. Michael Veary, his wife Doris and son
Adam was mysteriously lost. Apparently, this is not uncommon for Police to hide or misplace Crown
evidence. As reported by the Police Prosecution Insp. Michael Ede who was then transferred to the railway
section. This was backed up by the Police Union, this Crown evidence is still available but the PESC are not
being accountable.*** c/ The good news, Minister Simpson wrote to Minister Andrew Powell who has listened
to the EPA Sect 32 sabotage claim as advised by the Wynnum District Area Command via Hopgood, Hopkins
and Harm. Hopkins recommending a CMC investigation where the BCC / IID site inspector Gary Kopp
exposed the sabotage. (TBC) d/ The Police Media solution is to bypass this ATO loophole and engage the
Criminology work experience students who work out of Police HQ to test this evidence and prepare this case
for trial. e/ Most importantly to get a result. Where we believe $billions can be collected from racketeering in
the building and construction industry. This scam is well known to most Civil Engineers, Town Planners and
Site Inspectors. I previously worked in the BCC Inspection Section.***

Centrelink, ATO, S. Fund
Inheritance Scam, tort
& racketeering breach
giving options for ASIC reform to:court registrar ’s passion!

PERJURY TO HIDE SABOTAGE

P H O T O S
G Kopp BCC site insp. identified
$10,000 EPA court liquidation
model for Wynnum Police

Solicitor Denise Maxwell / (Criminal) Estate Solicitors Snr. Associate, de Groots Lawyers,
Comm. Ombudsman and Centrelink Man. B. Stevens to confirm Q. Premier C. Newman's
promised 'criminal charges press release' via Police Media for Prof. P. Wilson’s
criminologist work experience student's report to Supreme Court, QLS & Police direction.
Thanks to the caring BCC / IID, DVA, RAAF, RSL Gold Card No QX072250.

(Side 2)

6. a/ Now focus on the ATO / ASIC nightmare and Explorer Super solution. Finally explained yesterday obviously
under a lot of stress as a failure to communicate. As I explained, under legal advice I ran our superfund as a
sole director only to be told by Accountant Dennis Donovan who changed our superfund to be controlled by our
HEHS Pty Ltd company. Donovan engaged a Solicitor to do the necessary legal work, we signed the paper
work and we paid all accounts. Then for 2yrs we waited and waited for the promised tax returns. We were told
over and over they will be finished in another 2 weeks. My son Aran was concerned and arranged for Explorer
Super to resolve this nightmare. b/ Explorer Super via Michael Dietrich CPA was reluctant to explain the detail,
but the facts are, our tax returns were not completed by either Allen or Donovan. The result; ASIC in line with
the ATO ignored our endless demands for justice. So we sat outside their offices for years supporting other
superfund victims handing out printed material as part of our $1million Police Rescue Management budget. In
brief, most times we were treated as though we were invisible but when we did make it into the ASIC and ATO
office we were repeatedly evicted by security. c/ We were then contacted by the ATO and ASIC from NSW, WA
and Tasmania but never on a face to face approach to explain the simple solution.
7. a/ The ATO, ASIC, CMC and LSC had a similar approach:- It's not their problem to fix the CBA mistake to
leave 2 lines out of a CBA bank loan agreement. We were taught management procedures, if you do not
know what to do, then pay for professional advice. We worked through four Barristers; Barlow, Sweeney and
McQuade, finally gaining the fraudster and MOB Barrister Davida Williams. Fortunately prior to Davida, we
gained a Supreme Court 'mediation order' and a CBA 'disclosure order', both ignored by Chief Justice Paul
deJersey; obviously a travesty of justice, identified by the QLS that this is the best case for law reform for both
Premier Beattie and now Newman, who promised a press release. b/ Even though we are listed as voters on
the electoral role, neither the ATO, ASIC or Donovan notified us that Donovan in not filing our tax returns meant
that our HEHS Pty Ltd company had been deregistered and that meant our superfund had to be amended for
the third time through no fault of our own. The CBA however did promise to pay all legal costs for their
confessed liability to the now hidden and destroyed incomplete and therefore fraudulent bank loan that
cheated each beneficiary in the area of $125,000, in failing to purchase their land at a ‘fire sale’ price.
8. a/ So due to the obvious neglect and abandonment of the due process of the law we have now been notified by
Dietrich, on top of paying our tax returns, he calculated for $16,426.10 including penalties, the ATO now claim
$20,406.77 as interest and extra penalties. When we have volunteered this $1million Police ordered budget to
work as an ASIC, LSC, CMC and EPA correction team, to make the law “superfund friendly”. We have
proved that the CBA Rescue Management plan advised by the CBA Loans Officer James Pitman is a bandaid
approach. b/ This leaves the next self managed superfund open to abandonment, litigation and liquidation, as
victims in common with the ATO where we jointly share our loss of our profits with all beneficiaries for our 22
block subdivision valued at $4.4m on completion.
9. a/ As Justice Byrnes identified, the penalty for this crime is a 5yr gaol term, as our smart new Police
Commissioner Ian Stewart confirmed in summing up, “MOST CRIMES START OF AS A MISTAKE.” Where
the victims lives become a nightmare. For the Criminology students to test this Supreme Court mediation order
via Criminal Code Sect. 200, 205, 391 and 399. b/ Therefore, as soon as ASIC and ATO confirm we have a
sound case to lay criminal charges against this 'Site Solutions' crime cartel, the Police can lay criminal
charges and collect their profits from crime.
10. a/ As Fraud Squad Det. Sgt. Brett Heath put it “Get your (RICO) act together or you will be out the door so
fast your bum will not touch the ground.” b/ As Davida confessed “You would be surprised what goes on
behind closed doors.” As a confessed forger, fraudster and now felon, answer this obvious question, how is it
possible that a known criminal can act as a Barrister to destroy this Crown case and prevent the Crown we
believe collect $billions by ATO / ASIC / CMC and EPA policy reform? As proof, similar to the Vexatious
Procedure Act 2005 reform thanks to the court registrars Supreme Court ordered mediation,

BLAME THE CRIMINAL NOT THE VICTIM.
TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
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CRIME PREVENTION

Signed John Bright

IS THE SOLUTION

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906

